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TM he National Bureau of Standards was established by an act of Congress on March 3, 1901. The

§[ Bureau's overall goal is to strengthen and advance the nation's science and technology and facilitate

their effective application for public benefit. To this end, the Bureau conducts research and provides: (1) a

basis for the nation's physical measurement system, (2) scientific and technological services for industry and

government, (3) a technical basis for equity in trade, and (4) technical services to promote public safety.

The Bureau's technical work is performed by the National Measurement Laboratory, the National

Engineering Laboratory, the Institute for Computer Sciences and Technology, and the Center for Materials

Science.

The National Measurement Laboratory

Provides the national system of physical and chemical measurement;

coordinates the system with measurement systems of other nations and

furnishes essential services leading to accurate and uniform physical and

chemical measurement throughout the Nation's scientific community, in-

dustry, and commerce; provides advisory and research services to other

Government agencies; conducts physical and chemical research; develops,

produces, and distributes Standard Reference Materials; and provides

calibration services. The Laboratory consists of the following centers:

Basic Standards
2

Radiation Research

Chemical Physics

Analytical Chemistry

The National Engineering Laboratory

Provides technology and technical services to the public and private sectors to

address national needs and to solve national problems; conducts research in

engineering and applied science in support of these efforts; builds and main-

tains competence in the necessary disciplines required to carry out this

research and technical service; develops engineering data and measurement
capabilities; provides engineering measurement traceability services; develops

test methods and proposes engineering standards and code changes; develops

and proposes new engineering practices; and develops and improves

mechanisms to transfer results of its research to the ultimate user. The
Laboratory consists of the following centers:

Applied Mathematics
Electronics and Electrical

Engineering2

Manufacturing Engineering

Building Technology
Fire Research

Chemical Engineering2

The Institute for Computer Sciences and Technology

Conducts research and provides scientific and technical services to aid

Federal agencies in the selection, acquisition, application, and use of com-
puter technology to improve effectiveness and economy in Government
operations in accordance with Public Law 89-306 (40 U.S.C. 759), relevant

Executive Orders, and other directives; carries out this mission by managing
the Federal Information Processing Standards Program, developing Federal

ADP standards guidelines, and managing Federal participation in ADP
voluntary standardization activities; provides scientific and technological ad-

visory services and assistance to Federal agencies; and provides the technical

foundation for computer-related policies of the Federal Government. The In-

stitute consists of the following centers:

Programming Science and
Technology
Computer Systems
Engineering

The Center for Materials Science

Conducts research and provides measurements, data, standards, reference

materials, quantitative understanding and other technical information funda-

mental to the processing, structure, properties and performance of materials;

addresses the scientific basis for new advanced materials technologies; plans

research around cross-country scientific themes such as nondestructive

evaluation and phase diagram development; oversees Bureau-wide technical

programs in nuclear reactor radiation research and nondestructive evalua-

tion; and broadly disseminates generic technical information resulting from
its programs. The Center consists of the following Divisions:

Inorganic Materials

Fracture and Deformation
3

Polymers

Metallurgy

Reactor Radiation

'Headquarters and Laboratories at Gaithersburg, MD, unless otherwise noted; mailing address

Gaithersburg, MD 20899.
2Some divisions within the center are located at Boulder, CO 80303.

'Located at Boulder, CO, with some elements at Gaithersburg, MD.
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PREFACE

Standard Reference Materials (SRM's) as defined by the National Bureau of Standards are "wel 1 -characteri zed

materials, produced in quantity, that calibrate a measurement system to assure compatibility of measurement in the

Nation." SRM's are widely used as primary standards in many diverse fields of science, industry, and technology,

both within the United States and throughout the world. For many of the Nation's scientists and technologists it

is of more than passing interest to know the measurements obtained and methods used by the analytical community

when analyzing SRM's. An NBS series of papers, of which this publication is a member, called the NBS Special

Publication - 260 Series is reserved for this purpose.

This 260 Series is dedicated to the dissemination of information on all phases of the preparation, measurement,

and certification of NBS- SRM's. In general, more detail will be found in these papers than is generally allowed,

or desirable, in scientific journal articles. This enables the user to assess the validity and accuracy of the

measurement processes employed, to judge the statistical analysis, and to learn details of techniques and methods
utilized for work entailing the greatest care and accuracy. It is also hoped that these papers'will provide
sufficient additional information not found on the certificate so that new applications in diverse fields not

foreseen at the time the SRM was originally issued will be sought and found.

Inquiries concerning the technical content of this paper should be directed to the author. Other questions
concerned with the "avai 1 abil ity, delivery, price of specific SRM's should be addressed to:

Office of Standard Reference Materials
National Bureau of Standards
Gaithersburg, MD 20899

Stanley D. Rasberry, Chief
Office of Standard Reference Materials

i i i
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PREPARATION AND CERTIFICATION OF SPIVS FOR CALIBRATION OF SPREADING RESISTANCE PRORFS

James R. Ehrstein

Center for Electronics and Electrical Engineering

National Engineering Laboratory
National Bureau of Standards

Gaithersburg, MD 20899

This Special Publication describes the material selection, characterization, data analysis, and mea-
surement process control procedures for four types of Standard Reference Materials (SRMs), available from
the National Bureau of Standards, for calibration of spreading resistance measurements on semiconductor
silicon. Each of the four comprises a single combination of silicon conductivity-type and crystal 1 ographic
orientation and contains 16 rectangular silicon chips which are certified for resistivity value based on
four-probe resistivity measurements on the slices from which they were cut. The resistivity values of the
chips in each set range from about 0.001 ft. cm to about 100 ft. cm. The uncertainty of the certified resis-
tivity, as it applies to any individual chip, depends both on the uniformity of the starting slice and on

the inherent measurement process uncertainty. The procedure for determining this uncertainty, which is

specifically evaluated and tabulated on the certificate for each SRM set, is described.

Key words: resistivity; silicon; spreading resistance measurements; standard reference materials.
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1. INTRODUCTION

This Special Publication describes the material selection, characterization, data analysis, and mea-

surement process control procedures for four Standard Reference Materials (SRMs) for spreading resistance
measurements on semiconductor silicon.

The four Standard Reference Materials are SRM 2526 for (111) p-type silicon, SRM 2527 for (111) n-type

silicon, SRM 2528 for (100) p-type silicon, and SRM 2529 for (100) n-type silicon. These SRMs are sets of
single crystal silicon specimens. Each set contains specimens with resistivity values (approximately three

per decade) from about 0.001 n-cm, to about 100 ft. cm, with which to generate a spreading resistance-to-
resistivity calibration for a spreading resistance probe. The intended application for the calibrations
obtained with these SRMs is depth profiling of most common silicon i ntegrated-c i rcu i t and discrete-device
structures using ASTM Method F 672 [1].* Because the electrical response of a spreading resistance probe

is a function of both the conductivity-type and the crystal 1 ographic orientation of the silicon being
measured, the calibration set (or sets) must be chosen by the user to match the test specimens being pro-

filed or otherwise measured. The silicon specimens in each of these SRM sets are provided in the form of

rectangular chips for convenience of use. They are to be polished, lapped, or otherwise prepared in a

manner, and with a frequency, established by the user prior to use for calibrating a spreading resistance

probe.

The certificate provided with each set gives three certified values for each specimen chip in that

set: Resi sti vity , Range (of measured values), and Uncertainty (of certified resistivity value). The defi-
nition of these terms is given in section 4.5 of this report. The values reported for each specimen chip

were measured on the slice from which that chip was cut. The certificate also gives additional, non-certi-
fied information for each chip: dopant, crystal growth process, an estimate of spatial fine-scale resis-

tivity variation, and, where calculable, an estimate of the macroscopic resistivity variation for the
chip.

2. MATERIAL PREPARATION, PRELIMINARY CHARACTER I ZATI ON , AND INGOT SELECTION

Sections of single-crystal silicon ingots 2 to 3 in. in diameter were purchased for these SRMs from a

number of commercial silicon suppliers. Below resistivities of about 20 Q.cm, the crystals were almost

exclusively Czochralski (Cz) grown. Above this value, float-zone grown (FZ) p-type crystals and neutron
transmutation doped (NTD) n-type crystals were used. The p-type crystals were exclusively boron-doped.
Although some arsenic- and antimony-doped ingots were evaluated, all n-type ingots finally selected were
phosphorus-doped because of their superior uniformity of resistivity. (Phosphorus-doped crystals will be

used exclusively for future n-type sets unless present material supply at a given resistivity is exhausted
and replacement crystals are only available with arsenic or antimony doping.)

All ingot sections were verified for crystal 1 ographic orientation using either x-ray Laue diffraction
or preferential cry sta 1 1 ographi c etch tests. The conductivity type of each was verified using the hot-

probe procedure of ASTM Method F 42 [2]. All ingots were tested for center-point resistivity at both ends

by the four-probe technique using ASTM Method F 43 [3]. This procedure was used to allow a tentative se-

lection of those ingots, and the preferred end of each of those ingots, which would give the desired dis-

tribution of resistivity values in each of the four SRMs. Each ingot was then screened for resistivity
uniformity by measuring the radial resistivity variation on the selected end of the ingot using four-probe
measurements and the basic procedures of ASTM Method F 81 [4]. A number of ingots were dropped from con-

sideration at this stage due to excessive radial variation of resistivity.''"

Those ingots accepted for use were sliced and the slices lapped on both sides to meet the surface

preparation procedure of ASTM Method F 84 [6] and to optimize the thickness uniformity of the slices.

Nominal slice thickness after lapping was 625 M m.

* Individual copies of all ASTM Methods cited in this report are available for a nominal fee from American
Society for Testing and Materials, 1916 Race St., Philadelphia, PA 19103. They are available collec-

tively in section 10.05 of the Annual Book of ASTM Standards, available from the sane source.

t Macroscopic radial variation of resistivity, as well as fine-scale variation (striations) , is a conse-

quence of fluctuations in dopant incorporation during crystal growth. The magnitude and spatial pattern
of these fluctuations depend on the segregation coefficient of the dopant as well as thermal variations

at the growth interface of the evolving crystal. While it may be possible to minimize these dopant

fluctuations (resistivity variations) by optimal control of crystal growth conditions, they cannot be

eliminated [5].
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Screening for spatial fine-scale resistivity variations was then performed. One slice from each ingot
was polished with 0.5-pm grit diamond compound and spreading resistance measurements were made along one
diameter to evaluate the fine-scale variations of resistivity (resistivity striations) [7]. A step incre-
ment of 100 nm was used for the measurements. Occasionally, auxiliary scans were made at step increments
as small as 10 M m, or were made on another diameter. The outermost 2 mm at each end of the diameter were
excluded from the scans. It was not known initially what level of fine-scale resistivity uniformity would
be obtainable from commercial silicon crystals. Target values for maximum allowable fine-scale resistivity
variation were set at 10% for the p-type material and 20% for the n-type material. When measurements
exceeded these target values, replacement ingots were sought. In cases where two or more ingots were
available with similar resistivity values, the fine-scale resistivity variation was used in conjunction
with the coarse-scale resistivity variation, as measured by four probe, to select the best ingot at that

resistivity level.

Ingots were selected which were comfortably below the target striation values for all but a few resis-

tivity levels, for which the target was just met, and the highest resistivity level in the (100) p-type
SKM, for which the fine-scale variation was found to be about 14%. A replacement ingot for this level was
not obtainable.

For all ingots used in these SRMs, the estimate of maximum fine-scale resistivity variation obtained
from the spreadi ng-resi stance measurements is reported on each SRM certificate. For the test slices from

some ingots, resistivity variations of the reported magnitude occurred at only a few isolated places along
the diameter tested; for other test slices, such resistivity variations were pervasive along the diameter.
Because fine-scale resistivity variations generally change from slice to slice for a given ingot, the

values reported on the certificate, measured on a single slice from each ingot, must be considered as

representative only; they are not certified. A summary of these fine-scale resistivity estimates for the
ingots used for the four spreading resistance SRMs as they are currently being issued is given in table 1.

All slices intended for use were qualified for uniformity of thickness by scanning along three diam-
eters using a contactless thickness gauge. One of the diameters scanned was oriented parallel to the

slice-orientation flat and the other two were oriented at ±60 deg with respect to the first diameter. The
scan along each diameter included all points except the outermost 6 mm; see figure 1. For slice accep-
tance, the measured thickness was required to be constant to 1%, or better; typically, the values for a

yiven slice were constant to better than 0.4%.

3. CERTIFICATION MEASUREMENTS

3.1 Slice Thickness Measurements

The thickness value actually used to compute slice resistivity values from the electrical measurements
was the average of five thickness values measured with an electronic contacting micrometer. These five

values were taken at the slice center and at four points located at half-radii along each of two perpendic-
ular diameters. The accuracy of these individual measurements, traceable to precision gauge blocks, was
better than ±1 u m. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the thickness measurement locations used for the
preliminary uniformity qualification and those used for calculation of the resistivity values.

3.2 The Resistivity Measurement Test Station

The resistivity measurement station employed for certification of all slices used for these SRMs

consisted of 1) a precision six-decade dc constant-current supply with regulated current capability from
10"8 to 10' 1 A; 2) a 6-1/2 digit DVM with resolution to 0.1 pV; 3) a series of standard resistors, with
values from 0.01 to 10,000 ft, each known to better than 10 parts per million, for monitoring the dc current
value; 4) a manual stage capable of radial and azimuthal (r,e) motion sufficient to measure all points on

any diameter of a slice up to 4-in. diameter; 5) a copper-block heat sink with an imbedded thermistor

calibrated to 0.01°C against an NBS-traceabl e glass-bulb thermometer and with a centering fixture capable
of centeriny circular slices (up to 3-in. diameter) on the stage to within 0.0015 in.; and 6) a four-point
probe with a spacing of 1.59 mm (0.0625 in.) as required by ASTM F 81 [4]. Since the measurement procedure
relies on the ratio of voltage measurements (between the silicon slice and the standard resistors),
measurement accuracy depends primarily on DVM linearity rather than on DVM accuracy. Tests of this

linearity, made by comparing different pairs of standard resistors, show it to run from about 0.0012% when
all voltages are 10 mV or above to about 0.1% when the voltages can only be measured to about 3-1/2 digits,

as is the case for slices below about 0.001 ft. cm.

3.3 Sampling Plan for Resistivity Measurements

It was expected from the nature of silicon crystal growth, and supported by previous experience, that

the resistivity variation for most of the slices would be primarily radially dependent with a high degree

3
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of thickness measurement locations: 1) three diameters which were scanned for
thickness uniformity using a contactless thickness gauge; large circles at the end of each diameter repre-

sent the sensing area of the contactless gauge, scaled to a 3-in. diameter slice; 2) five small circles at

slice center and four half-radius points show the location of electronic-micrometer (certified) measure-
ments.

Figure 2. schematic diagram of a 3-in. diameter slice showing: 1) three measurement diameters used for

certification; 2) location of 29 measurement positions on each diameter, shown by short dashes except for

outermost positions which show the location of the probe points for the 1.59-mm probe; and 3) all possible

final chips of size 0.22 by 0.44 in. (shown in upper right quadrant).
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of aziinuthal (rotational) symmetry. Based on this expectation, a resistivity measurement sampling plan was
designed which emphasized the determination of the radial resistivity variation for each slice. This sam-

pling plan required resistivity measurements at the slice center and at intervals of 0.1 in. along each of

the three diameters, 60 deg apart, that were used in the thickness uniformity scan with the contactless
thickness gauge.* The measurement procedure of ASTM Method F 81 [4] was used at each location; this
required that the probe array be oriented perpendicular to the measurement diameter. For each slice, dc

current values were set to obtain a probe voltage of 10 to 12 mV, except for the very lowest resistivity
specimens for which it was not possible to supply enough current to obtain 10 mV. For these specimens the

probe voltage was that obtainable with a measurement current of 100 mA.

In this manner, a total of b7 measurements (19 along each diameter) was obtained on each 2-in. diam-

eter slice and a total of 81 measurements (29 per diameter) on each 3-in. diameter slice. Three of these,
one from each diameter, were located at the slice center. Figure 2 shows the schematic location for these

resistivity measurements on a 3-in. diameter slice, together with the arrangement of SRM chips which could
be cut from one quadrant of such a slice. The three-diameter profiles obtained on virtually all (111)
slices showed a high degree of azimuthal (rotational) symmetry; this azimuthal symmetry was found much less

often for the (100) slices. A number of examples of the resistivity data obtained using this procedure are
shown in figures 3a, b, and c with the vertical axis scales shown as percent difference from the average
resistivity value at the slice center.

Separate tests were run to gauge the effectiveness of the three-diameter plan for evaluating the range
of resistivity variation on specimens which had shown a variety of patterns of resistivity variations.

These tests used two other sampling plans, each acquiring approximately the same number of total measure-
ments per slice as were taken with the three-diameter plan, but with more emphasis placed on measuring
azimuthal variation of resistivity and less on measuring radial variation. Results of this comparison of

sampling plans are illustrated in Appendix A. The superior effectiveness of the three-diameter plan in

evaluating the range of resistivity variation over a full slice, without extraneous effects due to slice
flats, is shown.

After characterization with the three diameter samp ling plan, each of the slices was cut into a number
of rectangular chips and the chips distributed among a number of sets of the appropriate SRM, according to

conductivity type and crystal orientation. Each SRM set in turn contains one chip at each available resis-
tivity level. Figure 4 shows the schematic arrangement of all chips which might potentially be used from

a 3-in. diameter slice, together with the chip identification code which is used for record keeping and

which appears on the contents list of all spreading resistance SRM sets.

4. ANALYSIS OF RESISTIVITY RADIAL PROFILE DATA TO GENERATE CERTIFIED RESISTIVITY AND RANGE VALUES

4. 1 General Considerations

Although the three-diameter sampling plan was found to be effective for characterizing the resistivity

variation on each slice as a whole, measurements were not obtained at the location of all chips which could
be cut from within the sampled region of that slice. As a result, individual resistivity values for each

of the chips were not obtainable with the three-diameter plan. A procedure was designed for calculating a

single representative resistivity value for each slice from the array of resistivity values measured; this

representative value is the certified Res i sti vity for the slice as a whole and for all the chips cut from
the slice. A "measure of the goodness" with which this single representative resistivity applies to the

individual chips from the slice was also derived. This "measure of goodness," called the Uncertainty , is

formally defined in section 5.4: "Certification Uncertainty for Individual Calibration Chips in Each Set."

The value of the Uncertainty will be related to the resistivity variation
(
Range of values) measured on

each slice and to the underlying random and systematic errors in the measurement process.

4.2 Calculating the Certified Resistivity Value

Three general methods for calculating the certified Resistivity value were considered. In the order

of the amount of available data base from each slice, they were: 1) calculation of the average of all mea-
sured values, 2) calculation of the mean resistivity at each radial position followed by calculation of the

average of the lowest and highest of those mean values, and 3) calculation of the average of the maximum
and minimum single individual values measured on the slice. Two requirements were established to evaluate

these three methods: 1) the method used had to be compatible with minimizing the worst-case difference
between the derived slice Resistivity value and the value likely to be appropriate for any individual chip

used from that slice, and 2) the method had to be compatible with a wide variety of profile shapes, magni-

* A four-point probe measures a local average resistivity over a center-weighted area related to the probe

spacing. For a probe with the spacing used for these resistivity measurements, little additional infor-

mation on resistivity variation would be provided by a sampling plan with spatial intervals between mea-

surement locations smaller than 0.1 in.
6
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Figure 4. Schematic diagram showing the chip-numbering sequence for a 3-in. diameter slice. (Chips actu-

ally used for SRM sets depend on the region selected following analysis of profile data from each slice.)

tudes, and degrees of symmetry. The first requirement suggested some form of mid-range value would be

appropriate for minimizing the worst-case difference; the second requirement suggested that any procedure
based on averages be carefully examined for applicability to slices with nonsymmetric profiles.

Since use of the average of all measured values would weight the calculated resistivity to the most
common values measured on a slice, and therefore increase the error for chips used from other portions of

the slice, the averaging of all measured values was discarded as being nonacceptabl e. The method based on

maximum average and minimum average values was also discarded, since, as can be seen in figure 3, for

slices with nonsymmetric profiles, such local averages are not meaningful representations of the data. The

third method considered, using the average of maximum and minimum individual measured values, satisfied
both evaluation requirements. Since this method gives a resistivity value which is a midpoint of the range

of all measured values without respect to where those values were measured, it does not bias the result

toward the low or high side of the measurement range or to any specific portion of the slice. Consequent-
ly, it minimizes the worst-case differences between the "representative" value which would be certified for

the entire slice and the "true," but unknown, value for chips taken from the vicinity of either the lowest

or hiyhest values measured on the slice. Further, since it avoids use of averages as a function of posi-
tion, it is applicable both to symmetric and nonsymmetric profiles. As noted, this procedure does not

weight the final result to the most common measured value. In this sense the final Re si st i vi ty may not be

the "most correct" representation of the slice as a whole; nevertheless, it is the "fairest" representation
since it balances the error among individual chips, and consequently, it balances the risk of error borne

by individual set users.

4.3 Use of the Range of Measured Values to Relate Slice Resistivity to Individual Chips

In conjunction with use of this average of individual measurement extrema as the certified slice

Resi sti vi ty , the difference, or Range , between these maximum and minimum values was chosen as the basis for

calculating the "goodness" with which the certified Resistivity represented the resistivity of the individ-

ual chips cut from the slice. Such a procedure does have two identifiable drawbacks, however. The first,

applicable to slices with symmetric profiles, is that it may be overly conservative.* The second draw-

back primarily applies to slices with noticeably nonsymmetric profiles. For such slices, with symmetry

absent, it is not possible to correlate data obtained along different diameters and to estimate the extent

* When evaluating measurement error or uncertainty, using a "conservative" value means using a value which
is somewhat inflated, i.e., on the high side of the likely values.
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to which the maximum and minimum observed values represent real resistivity extrema rather than measurement
errors. Consequently, for nonsymmetric profiles, the Range of observed values may understate the true

resistivity variation. However, guard factors (as explained in section 5.4 on certification Uncertainty )

are used to protect against such underestimation, and where the original maximum or minimum appeared sig-

nificantly inconsistent with the shape of the profile, complete remeasurement of slices was employed to

protect against significant overestimation.

4.4 Auxiliary Procedure to Improve Quality of Certification

The use of the individual maximum and minimum measured values to calculate certified values for each

slice left one degree of freedom to improve the quality of certification (i.e., reduce the Uncertainty ) for
each slice and for the chips used from that slice. This was the choice of the area of the slice from which

the final chips would be taken (and consequently the portion of the profile data which was used to extract
the certified values).

Before a procedure to select the slice area could be formulated (as described below), it was necessary
to determine the size of the chips which would be cut from the slices. Choice of chip size was a com-
promise between making the chips large enough so that they would last for a reasonable amount of time in

use and making them small enough both to obtain a reasonable chip yield from each slice and to assure that

the variations in resistivity which occurred on any one chip would be acceptably small. After numerous
computational tests on data from a variety of profile types, a chip size of 0.22 in. by 0.44 in. (approx.
b.6 by 11.2 mm) was found to be a reasonable compromise.

The selection of the size and location of the slice area to be used for SRM chips was done in con-
junction with target values for the certification Uncertainty and with the development and application of

an auxiliary analysis procedure. Target values for maximum Uncertainty were set at 5% for p-type specimens
and at 1L)% for n-type specimens. The auxiliary analysis procedure entailed estimation of the lowest and

highest resistivity values likely to be encountered on any chip cut from each starting slice. This chip

estimation procedure, which was applied to all slices for which the range of values was judged adequately

Figure 5. Schematic diagram for 2-in. and 3-in. diameter slices: 1) possible inner starting points for

data analysis (solid line arcs), 2) possible outer stopping points for data analysis (dasned line arcs),

and 3) layout of chips with respect to these limits; to be usable, no part of a chip may extend more than

U.01U in. beyond the analysis limits chosen.
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Fiyure 6a. Resistivity profile and data reduction for a symmetric profile with relatively small range

value: 3-in. diameter, (100) p-type slice.

Kadi a 1 Distance Average & Standard Extremum Values

From Center Deviation (by position) (by position)

(cm.) (inch) Ave. of all (ls%) Min. val. Max. val

u.uuu (0.00J 0.013653 0.11 0.01364 0.01367
0.254 (0.10) 0.013617 0.27 0.01355 0.01365
0.508 (0.20) 0.013557 0.34 0.01350 0.01363
0.762 (0.30) 0.013567 0.48 0.01348 0.01364
1.016 (0.40) 0.013620 0.32 0.01355 0.01367

1.270 (0.50) 0.013650 0.25 0.01361 0.01369
1.624 (0.60) 0.013693 0.29 0.01363 0.01375

1.778 (0.70) 0.013727 0.22 0.01369 0.01377
Z.O'dZ (0.80) 0.013733 0.33 0.01366 0.01378

2.28b 0.90) 0.013733 0.31 0.01369 0.01381
2.540 (1.00) 0.013750 0.27 0.01369 0.01380

2.794 (1.10) 0.013832 0.20 0.01379 0.01387
3.048 (1.20) 0.013878 0.21 0.01385 0.01392

3.302 (1.30) 0.013932 0.24 0.01389 0.01398
3.bbb (1.40) 0.014047 0.43 0.01396 0.01412

large compared to the scatter in the data, and for which the resistivity profile symmetry was judged high,

was implemented in the following manner. The resistivity values from each of the three diameters (each of

six radii) were averaged as a function of distance from the slice eepter. The radial distances from the

slice to the nearest and farthest points of each chip were used as a "window" on the average radial profile
to calculate the lowest and hiyhest expected resistivity values for that chip. Where calculated, the

estimates of lowest and highest expected resistivity for each chip are reported on the SRM certificates.
These estimates are not certified, however, both because portions of the slice from which some chips were

cut were not intersected by any measurement diameter and because the assumption of radial symmetry of

resistivity, even when apparent in the available data, may not strictly be true.

Tnese estimates of the highest and lowest expected resistivity for each chip, together with the calcu-

lated values of Resi sti vity and Range which resulted from analyzing each of several possible circular or

annular regions of each slice, were used to make final decisions on how much of a given slice to use for

bRM chips. Figure 5 shows a number of possible inner and outer radial limits for defining the region

12
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Fiyure bb. Resistivity profile and data reduction for a symmetric profile with relatively large range
value: 3-in. diameter, (100) p-type slice.

Kadial Distance Average & Standard Extremum Values

From Center Deviation (by position) (by position)

I cm.

)

(inch) Ave. of all (ls%) Min. val. Max. val

o.oou (0.00) 80.3450 0.68 79.803 80.895

0.254 (0.10) 80.4110 0.67 79.873 81.045

0.508 (0.20) 7y.3333 1.25 77.708 80.361

0.7b2 (0.30) 76.9457 1.00 76.115 78.063

1.01b (0.40) 75.1402 0.62 74.446 75.681

1.27U (0.50) 74.2007 0.63 73.413 74.748

1.524 (O.bO) 74.4767 0.38 74.120 74.804

1.778 10.70) 75.4172 0.48 74.918 75.922

2.032 (0.80) 76.2908 0.48 75.856 76.705

2.28b o.yo 77.0875 0.84 76.411 78.265

2.540 (i.oo) 77.4457 0.61 76.663 77.946

Z. 794 (1.10) 77.5387 0.99 76.479 78.713

3.048 {1.20) 77.8560 0.37 77.597 78.339

3.302 77.6107 0.59 76.940 78.211

3.bbb \VM 77.8692 0.58 77.319 78.692

analyzed on 2-in. and 3-in. slices and the relation of those limits to the chips which would be cut from
one quadrant of those slices.

Examples of application of these analysis procedures to slice profiles are shown in the next two fig-
ures. Fiyure b shows the resistivity profiles for two 3-in. slices having profiles sufficiently symmetric
to estimate resistivity values for individual chips. Figure 7 shows the analysis sheets for these two
slices, yiviny resistivity estimates for individual chips at the top of the sheets followed by the values
of resistivity and range that were calculated using the data from various regions of each slice (as shown
schematically in fiy. 5). For the slice whose profile is shown in fig. 6A (analyses shown in fig. 7A), all
chips have an estimated uniformity of 2.2%, or better, and are considered acceptable for use. Since the
range values calculated for any of the six slice regions chosen for analysis are considered reasonable,
analysis jtb which includes the entire slice is chosen as the appropriate compromise between chip quality,
certified Range value, and yield. In contrast with this is the slice whose profile is shown in fig. 6B
(analyses shown in fig. 7B). For this slice, the first two chips listed (taken from the center region of

13



CHIP ANALYSIS

CHIP CODE ESTIMATED MIN/MAX %DIFF
CHIP 11 U. 013557 0.013653 0.71
CHIP 21 0.013559 0.013701 1.05
CHIP 31 0.013632 0.013733 0.74
CHIP 41 0.013713 0.013747 0.25
CHIP 51 0.013733 0.013871 1.00
CHIP 61 0.013832 0.014036 1.48
CHIP 12 0.013632 0.013735 0.75
CHIP 22 0.013648 0.013747 0.73
CHIP 32 0.013701 0.013832 0.96
CHIP 42 0.013733 0.013902 1.23
CHIP b2 0.013747 0.014047 2.18
CHIP 13 0.013733 0.013975 1.76
CHIP 23 0.013735 0.014036 2.20

SLICE ANALYSES

1; OOTEK RAD. THIS ANAL. 1

INCLODES .22x.44 in. CHIP #'s

MINIMUM
MAXIMUM
MEAN =

RANGE (X) =

.2, INNER RADIUS 0.0 in.
: 11 21 31 41 51 12 22 32

EXTREMA
0.013480
0.013920
0.013700
3.21

2) OUTER RAD. THIS ANAL.
INCLUDES .22x.44 in. CHIP #

MINIMUM
MAXIMUM
MEAN =

RANGE (%) =

1.3, INNER RADIUS 0.0 in.
s: 11 21 31 41 51 12 22 32 42

EXTREMA
0.013480
0.013980
0.013730
3.64

3) OUTER RAD. THIS ANAL.
INCLUDES .22x.44 in. CHIP #

MINIMUM
MAXIMUM
MEAN =

RANGE (%) =

1.3, INNER RADIUS 0.2 in.

s: 21 31 41 51 12 22 32 42
EXTREMA
0.013480
0.013980
0.013730
3.64

OUTER RAD. THIS ANAL. 1.3, INNER RADIUS 0.4 in.
INCLUDES .22x.44 in. CHIP #'s:

MINIMUM
MAXIMUM
MEAN =

RANGE (%)

31 41 51

EXTREMA
0.013550
0.013980
0.013765
3.12

12 22 32 42

5) UUTER RAD. THIS ANAL.
INCLUDES ,22x.44 in. CHIP #'

MINIMUM
MAXIMUM
MEAN =

RANGE (%) =

1.4, INNER RADIUS 0.5 in.

s: 41 51 61 22 32 42 52 13 23
EXTREMA
0.013610
0.014120
0.013865
3.68

OUTER RAD. THIS ANAL. 1.4, INNER RADIUS 0.0 in.
INCLUDES .22x.44 in. CHIP #'s:

MINIMUM
MAXIMUM
MEAN =

RANGE (X)

11 21 31 41 51 61 12 22 32 42 52
13 21

EXTREMA
0.013480
0.014120
0.013800
4.64

STRIATION MAGNITUDE (%) 6.

Fiyure 7a. Individual chip resistivity estimates for the symmetric profile shown in figure 6a, and six
analyses of slice data using inner and outer radial limits as represented in figure 5. Since all chips are
estimated to be acceptably uniform and since all slice analyses have acceptable range values, analysis #6
is chosen as the best compromise between yield, chip quality and certified range value.
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CHIP ANALYSIS

CHIP CODE ESTIMATED MIN/MAX %D I F F

CHIP 1

1

74. 276 80.411 8. 26
CHIP 21 74.2U1 78.856 6.27
CHIP 31 74.201 76.231 2. 74
CHIP 41 75.041 77.388 3.13
CHIP 51 76.928 77 . 808 1.14
Cn 1 r 6

1

77 . 539 77.855 0 41
CHIP 12 74^201 77"! 113 3^2
CHIP 22 74.201 77.388 4.30
CHIP 32 74.686 77.539 3.82
CHIP 42 76.231 77.855 2.13
CHIP 52 77.388 77.869 0.62
CHIP 13 76.928 77.855 1.20
CHIP 23 77.113 77.855 0.96

SLICE ANALYSES

1) OUTER RAD. THIS ANAL. 1.2.
INCLUDES .22x.44 in. CHIP #'s:

MINIMUM
MAXIMUM
MEAN =

RANGE (%)

INNER RADIUS 0.0 in.
11 21 31 41 51 12 22 32
EXTREMA
73.4130
81.0450
77.2290
9.88

2) OUTER RAD. THIS ANAL. 1.3.
INCLUDES ,22x.44 in, CHIP #'s:

MINIMUM
MAXIMUM
MEAN =

RANGE (%) =

INNER RADIUS 0.0 in.
11 21 31 41 51 12 22 32 42
EXTREMA
73.4130
81.0450
77.2290
9.88

3) OUTER RAD.
INCLUDES .22x.44

THIS ANAL. 1.3,
in. CHIP #'s:

MINIMUM
MAXIMUM
MEAN =

RANGE {%) =

INNER RADIUS 0.2 in.
21 31 41 51 12 22 32 42
EXTREMA
73.4130
80.3610
76.8870
9.04

4) OUTER RAD. THIS ANAL. 1.3
INCLUDES .22x.44 in. CHIP #'s:

MINIMUM
MAXIMUM
MEAN =

RANGE (%) =

INNER RADIUS 0.4 in.
31 41 51 12 22 32 42
EXTREMA
73.4130
78.7130
76.0630
6.97

5) OUTER RAD. THIS ANAL.
INCLUDES .22x.44 in. CHIP #

MINIMUM
MAXIMUM
MEAN =

RANGE (%) =

1.4, INNER RADIUS 0.5 in.
s: 41 51 61 22 32 42 52 13 23

EXTREMA
73.4130
78.7130
76.0630
6.97

6) OUTER RAD. THIS ANAL. 1.4,
INCLUDES .22x.44 in. CHIP #'s:

MINIMUM
MAXIMUM
MEAN =

RANGE (%) =

INNER RADIUS 0.4 in.
31 41 51 61 12 22 32 42 52 13 23
EXTREMA
73.4130
78.7130
76.0630
6.97

STRIATION MAGNITUDE (%) 14.

Fiyure 7b. Individual chip resistivity estimates for the symmetric profile shown in figure 6b, and six

analyses of slice data using inner and outer radial limits as represented in figure 5. Estimates for chips

11 and 21 show unacceptable nonuniformity; analysis #6 which ignores the core of the slice out to a radius

of 0.4 in. is chosen as the best compromise.
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Scale

Resistivity
Variation

Estimates

of

Chip

Minimum

and

Maximum

Values**

0.000764-0.000786 0.00250-0.00257 0.00492-0.00511 0.00857-0.00876 0.0268-0.0275 0.0551-0.0562 0.153-0.158 0.290-0.301 0.529-0.541 N.A. 2.77-2.89 6.43-6.52 11.5-11.9 N.A. N.A. N.A.

Growth*

Process

I 1111111111111111

Uncertainty.
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the slice) are estimated to be unacceptably nonuniform. Consequently, this region of the slice is excluded
from use, and the first three slice analyses are rejected. The last three modes of slice analysis (all of

which omit the center region of the slice but differ in the area ana number of chips included) have the
same calculated Range value. Of these, analysis #6 which includes the annular area between radial values
of 0.4 and 1.4 in. is chosen as tne best compromise since it offers the widest choice of chips without
inflation of the Range value.

4. b Examples of Certificate Data Tables Showing Certified and Noncertified Information

Tables 2a and b show certificates for two actual SRM sets, one p-type and one n-type, illustrating the
certified and noncertified information specifically evaluated for the components of each SRM set. The
certified Re si sti vi ty is the average of the minimum and maximum individual measured resistivity values in

the region of the slice chosen for use. The certified Range is the difference between tnese minimum and
maximum values expressed as a percent of the certified Resi sti vity . Tne exact meaning of the certified
Uncertainty will be explained in the following section. Note however, that except for the eighth level of
the p-type set (specimen code 1P08) , it was always possible to stay within the target values for

Uncertai nty , 5% for p-type slices and 10% for n-type slices.

5. RELATION BETWEEN VALUES MEASURED ON A STARTING SLICE AND VALUES FOR INDIVIDUAL SPECIMEN CHIPS:
CALCULATION OF CERTIFICATION UNCERTAINTY

b. 1 Overview

As already described, as a natural consequence of silicon crystal growth, none of tne starting silicon

slices from which the cmps in these SRM sets were cut had uniform resistivity. However, for each slice,
the amount of nonum formi ty was estimated from an array of resistivity measurements using tne three-diam-

eter sampling plan. A single resistivity value, the average or tne highest and lowest values measured
within the selected region, was then calculated and certified to represent the slice (and all chips from

the selected region). That one certified Resi sti vity value then appears on the certificate for each SRM

set which contains a chip from that slice.

The most important question to anyone using such cnips to establish a resistivity to spreading resis-
tance calibration is: "How well does each certified Resi sti vity value on my certificate represent the

resistivity value of the corresponding chip in my set?" To put the question another way: "What error in

resistivity scale am I likely to experience curing spreading resistance calibration when I use the value on

the certificate?" In the next three sections, an expression for this "error" in resistivity values will be

developed. It will be shown to be composed of two types of measurement system error, or uncertainty, which

essentially have a fixed value regardless of resistivity level (sec. 5.2), and an error, or uncertainty,

based on the nonuni formi ty of each slice, the value of which therefore changes from slice to slice (sec.

5.3). Finally, the manner for combining these two contributions will be given and a Douna on the combined

"error" will be derived to form a parameter termed the certification Uncertainty (sec. 5.4).

b.2 Uncertainty of Resistivity Values Due to Measurement Errors

The short-term ranaom error, or measurement scatter, associated witn trie four-prooe resistivity mea-

surements can be estimated from the standard deviation of a number of measurements taken with different

prooe orientations at the center of a slice in the manner described in ASTM Method F 84 [6]. Such esti-

mates of tne precision have been found in this laboratory to vary from about 0.1% to aoout 0.4%, depending

on specimen resistivity and surface preparation. The value of 0.4% is used as a conservative estimate of

the short-term random error (one standard deviation) for the certification of these spreaaing resistance

SRMs.

An estimate of the snort-term systematic error between the resistivity scale in effect at the time of

any of the certification measurements and the long-term average response of the NBS resistivity measurement

facility is obtained from several long-term measurement reproducibility studies at NBS. These studies,

primarily based on specimens at approximately 0.1 and 10 ft. cm, including slices from SRM 1521, indicate

that a value of 0.33% is a conservative estimate of the long-term random error, one standard deviation, of

the NBS resistivity measurement process due to unknown sources (see Appenaix B for examples of these data).

This value is supported by less extensive studies of slices from SRM 1522 and SRM 1523 which have resis-

tivity values from 0.01 to 180 ft. cm. For measurements on any one slice (taken at any given time), or for

any one chip in a user's SRM set, this error acts as a short-term systematic error or bias (with a maximum

absolute value (3a) of 1%) compared to the long-term NBS baseline. However, for tne full array of chips in

a typical SRM set (which come from slices measured over a period of several months), this long-term error

is unlikely to act as a systematic bias with constant value. Therefore, insofar as it affects the relation

between the Resi sti vity values (on the certificate) for a complete set of SRM chips and the long-term NBS

baseline, this error is best modeled as an additional component of random error.
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This long-term random error is taken to be independent of the short-term random error. Because they
are considered independent, they can be combined in root-mean-square fashion to give a combined random

error of U.52% (one standard deviation). This total random error, which relates a single measured value
such as an observed minimum or maximum resistivity to the NBS baseline, can be stated at the 99% confidence
level (three standard deviations) as 1.56%. In other words, there is a 99% confidence that the resistivity
value measured at a single location on a slice is within 1.56% of the resistivity scale established by the
long-term NBS baseline.*

This is a conservative statement for the error of a single feature from a nonsymmetric profile. It is

even more conservative for a maximum or minimum taken from a symmetric profile.

b. 3 Uncertainty of Resistivity Values Due to Silicon Slice Nonuni formi ty

Because the four-probe averages over an area, the effect of thickness nonuni formity on these measure-
ments is expected to be no worse than ±0.2% [8], The allowances built into the "guard factor" (next

section) as well as the conservative estimates of the measurement process error are considered sufficient
to implicitly allow for such errors due to thickness fluctuations. Therefore, no explicit term for thick-
ness fluctuations is used. For a typical chip in an SRM set, the primary source of error between the
"true," but unknown, resistivity value of the chip and the value given on the certificate is due to the
radial nonuni formity of resistivity of the starting slice. As a result of this nonuni formity , only a few

chips from each slice have resistivity values which actually fall at the Resistivity' certified for that
slice. However, the use of maximum and minimum individual measurement values from each slice to calculate
the Range values and the use of an additional allowance for unmeasured portions of the slice via the "guard
factor" are considered a conservative allowance for all resistivity variations on the region of the slice
which was used.

b.4 Certification Uncertainty for Individual Calibration Chips in Each Set

A parameter, called the Uncertainty , \, can be expressed based on the combined effects of measurement
error and the observed silicon slice nonuni formi ty. This expression, which is evaluated separately for

each chip in any of these SRM sets, is given as a percent of the certified Resistivity by:

I
= [K ( Range /2) + 1.56], % .

The guard factor, K, which is assigned the value 1.1 for slices with symmetric profile data and the value
1.2 for slices with nonsymmetric profile data, allows for possible additional resistivity excursions on

unmeasured diameters as well as for errors caused by thickness variations. The Range value appropriate to
each chip in a set is given in table 1 of the certificate for that set. The term 1.56% includes, at the
yy% confidence level, the effects of both short-term and long-term random errors, previously discussed.
Values of the Uncertainty , are also given in table 1 of each certificate for each of the chips in that
set.

The Uncertainty
, £ , can be used to calculate bounds on the resistivity values of any slice which

should include the true" values of all chips cut from the certified region of that slice relative. These

resistivity bounds are given by:

Resistivity (1 ± £/100) .

A derivation is given in Appendix C for the confidence level of the resistivity bounds. Except where
the stated Range value is small, the dominant term in the calculated Uncertainty and the resulting resis-
tivity bounds are due to the resistivity nonuniformity of the starting slice. Because resistivity values
are determined by the crystal growth process, the nonuniformity is not random. Therefore, the stated Range
values cannot be used to estimate any other statistical parameter, such as a 90% confidence level, for the

uncertainty of individual chip resistivity values.

6. CARE AND USE OF SPREADING RESISTANCE SRM SETS

Each silicon chip in these Spreading Resistance SRM sets is waxed to one facet of a dual-angle bev-
eling block. The nominal angles on each block are 0.5 deg and 3 deg. The angles were chosen to be

compatible with many common spreading resistance applications. The blocks themselves can be directly
mounted on most spreading resistance instruments. The underside of each block is inscribed with a four-
character code. The first character is "1" for (111) orientation or "0" for (100) orientation. The second

character is "N" or "P" for the conductivity type. The third and fourth characters are a two-digit code
for the resistivity level of the particular chip mounted on that block. The resistivity level code for all

* The value printed on the certificate, 1.57%, is slightly different from the value given here which is

based on a more refined error model.
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four sets currently runs from "01" to "16". This four-digit chip-identifying code is also given in the

first column of the certificate and on the SRM set contents list packed with each set.

When establishing a spreading resistance calibration relation, the spreading resistance values
obtained on each calibration specimen will have a precision determined by the surface preparation used, by

the stability of the probes being used, and by the underlying resistivity striation structure of the
specimen. Prior to the first use of these SRM specimens, it is recommended that each chip be polished,
preferably with fine grain diamond, 0.5-gm grain size, or less, across the entire surface area and then

checked for striation structure with a spreading resistance probe. The user should then evaluate the need
for a sampling plan to minimize possible uncertainty in future spreading resistance calibrations caused by

any striations observed. This procedure is particularly recommended for calibration chips which will be

used to calibrate measurements on epitaxial structures.

Good spreading resistance practice dictates that the specimen to be tested and the calibration speci-
mens be prepared as similarly as possible. This includes use of the same surface preparation procedure and

subsequent thermal or chemical treatment, and in the case of bevel sectioning, trying to keep the beveled

area of test and calibration samples of similar size. Where the application of these calibration sets is

primarily to depth profiling of beveled specimens, it may be advisable to cut each of the calibration chips
in the SRM sets into several smaller chips of the size normally used for the depth-profile test specimens.
Any such cutting of the calibration chips should be done with a diamond saw and should not be attempted
with a scribe and break technique. This should be done only after the chip has been initially
characterized for uniformity, as in the preceding paragraph.

No recommendation is made here regarding the polishing procedure to be used for preparing the calibra-
tion chips and test specimens in actual use, since the choice of procedure must often be dictated by the

nature of the test specimen [9,10]. No recommendation is made regarding the acceptability of the common

expedient of mounting all calibration specimens on a single fixture for simultaneous preparation. All such

options regarding the nature of surface preparation of the calibration specimens as well as the required

frequency of repreparati on should be established by the user. A statistical summary of intralaboratory
short-term repeatability and long-term reproducibility of spreading resistance measurements, derived from a

multi-laboratory experiment, for three common surface preparations is contained in ASTM Method F 525-83,

Measuring Resistivity of Silicon Wafers Using a Spreading Resistance Probe [11].
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APPENDIX A

COMPARISON OF RESULTS FROM THREE-, FOUR-, AND SIX-DIAMETER SAMPLING PLANS

Figures A-l through A-3 compare the amount of detail obtained with the three-diameter measurement plan

and with two alternate sampling plans. All three sampling plans acquire approximately the same amount of
total data on each slice. These alternate plans utilized 1) measurements at intervals of 0.15 in. along

four diameters, 45 deg apart, and 2) measurements at intervals of 0.2 in. along six diameters, 30 deg

apart. However, as can generally be seen, the four-diameter and six-diameter sampling plans, while adding
more information about azimuthal resistivity variation, generally fail to provide as much information about
the range of resistivity variation of a slice as the three-diameter sampling plan. Further, significant

measurement error was often encountered at the end of one diameter with both the four-diameter and six-
diameter sampling plans due to proximity to the slice-orientation flat. Therefore, the three-diameter

sampliny plan is seen to be superior to the others for extracting the resistivity structure of a slice
while avoidiny spurious effects at the slice flat.
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Figure Al. Example of three-, four-, and six-diameter profiles for a (111) n-type slice, approximately

0.UU2 n.cm.
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APPENDIX B

PROCEDURES USED TO MONITOR AND EVALUATE THE LONG-TERM STABILITY
OF THE FOUR-PROBE TEST STATION

Two basic types of procedures have been used both to monitor and maintain the long-term stability ofthe four-probe test station and to estimate measurement uncertainty due to long-term random scatter in
system performance. The first is the use of control charts to track the stability of the total measurement
system: current supply, DVM, standard resistor bank, and four-probe. The second is the performance of
periodic two-operator/two-instrument experiments.

Control chart data were taken rather intensively for a few slices over a period of about two years inconjunction with the issuance of the first silicon resistivity SRMs in 1974. They have also been taken
much less intensively, but with a continually evolving collection of slices (now totaling 60) from every
crystal ever used to produce SRMs 1521, 1522, and 1523. Four examples of control chart data are shown infigures B-l through B-4. The first two show data taken approximately biweekly over slightly more than two
years on two slices that were prototypes of SRM 1520. The second two figures show data taken much less
frequently, but with four different four-probes, over four years' duration, for two actual slices from SRM
1520. These four figures substantiate the statement in section 5.2 that long-term stability of the
measurement is within 1%.

Two-operator, two-instrurnent tests are periodically employed because of a potential ambiguity in
interpreting the control charts reported here. Control charts monitor the stability of the entire measure-
ment process, not only of the equipment used but also of the specimen itself. Hence the data are sensitive
not only to probe wear and to drifts in the current supply, standard resistor, and DVM but also to the
effects of cumulative probe damage on the silicon slices or to changes in the near-surface conduction
process due to relapping or cleaning of a slice.

The two-operator, two-instrument procedure makes no assumptions regarding the long-term stability of a
specimen. Rather, by use of two separate measurement systems, each meeting the requirements (in this case)
of ASTM F 84, and two different operators to take data on a variety of test specimens, it is possible to
evaluate measurement control at any given time, with negligible uncertainty caused by chanqes in the
specimens.

Table B-l shows data from the two-operator/two-instrument experiment which was done just prior to
beginning the certification of spreading resistance SRMs in 1982. Data such as these can be used to esti-
mate systematic biases due to equipment or to operator procedure over a wide range of resistivity values,
instrument system 1, the more automated of the two in table B-l, was the one used for certification of the
spreading resistance SRM slices.

SLICE Op. 1 / Inst. 1 Op. 1 / Inst. 2 Op. 2 / Inst. 1 Op. 2 / Inst. 2

U.01-6
0.01-36

0.01285 (0.19%)
0.U130U (0.17%)

0.01286 (0.13%)
0.01303 (0.09%)

0.01283 (0.11%)
0.01303 (0.10%)

0.01289 (0.11%)
0.01304 (0.15%)

0.1-29
0.1-57

0.09384 (0.18%)
0.09346 (0.12%)

0.09399 (0.23%)
0.09357 (0.19%)

0.09398 (0.12%)
0.09345 (0.17%)

0.09388 (0.08%)
0.09338 (0.23%)

1-38
1-64

0.8837 (0.11%)
0.8124 (0.16%)

0.8870 (0.28%)
0.8095 (0.04%)

0.8857 (0.36%)
0.8119 (0.37%)

0.8847 (0.20%)
0.8133 (0.16%)

10-35

1U-52
8.918 (0.08%)
8.637 (0.23%)

8.931 (0.14%)
8.662 (0.17%)

8.919 (0.19%)
8.618 (0.21%)

8.912 (0.30%)
8.644 (0.09%)

25-10
25-20

24.75 (0.13%)
24.75 (0.26%)

24.75 (0.05%)
24.77 (0.05%)

24.71 (0.07%)
24.74 (0.12%)

24.72 (0.11%)
24.72 (0.06%)

75-1U
75-20

79.42 (0.19%)
79.77 (0.17%)

79.54 (0.10%)
79.79 (0.12%)

79.40 (0.14%)
79.67 (0.17%)

79.42 (0.09%)
79.67 (0.10%)

180-10
180-20

188.9 (0.11%)
190.1 (0.23%)

189.3 (0.11%)
190.2 (0.07%)

188.8 (0.14%)
189.9 (0.23%)

189.1 (0.10%
190.0 (0.13%)

Table Bl Data from a two-operator/two-i nstrument test performed at the inception of cali-

bration of spreading resistance SRMs. Each box shows the average of six readings and the

percent standard deviation of those readings.
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Figure Bl. Resistivity measurements taken approximately biweekly on a prototype of SRM 1520, using a

single four-probe. Each entry shows the average of six readings taken in the manner of ASTM F 84.
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Figure B2. Resistivity measurements as in Figure Bl except for resistivity level
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Figure B3. Resistivity measurements taken at irregular intervals over approximately four years on a low-
resistivity slice from SRM 1520. Four different four-probes: A, B, C, D were used. Probes A, B, and C
met the requirements of ASTM F 84; probe D used intentionally worn pins. Each entry shows the average of
six readings taken in the manner of ASTM F 84.
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APPENDIX C

PROBABILITY THAT THE RESISTIVITY BOUNDS BASED ON THE CERTIFICATION UNCERTAINTY VALUE
INCLUDE THE "TRUE" RESISTIVITY VALUES OF ALL CHIPS FROM THE CERTIFIED REGION OF A SLICE

It was shown in section 5.2, based on consideration of random errors in the measurement process, that
there is a 99% probability that any single measured value is within 1.56% of its "true" value. That is, it

is within 1.56% of the value that would be obtained if measurements were made repeatedly at the same lcca-

tion over an extended period of time with the NBS resistivity measurement system. The question to be an-

swered is how well two such measured values, one a minimum observed value, the other a maximum observed
value, taken from the same set of measurements are likely to describe the full range of "true" resistivity

values of the slice on which they were obtained.

Considering only the points actually measured on any slice, we can define Rm -j n
as the "true," but

unknown, minimum resistivity and Ym i n
as the measured value corresponding to Rmin . Corresponding defini-

tions are taken for Rmax and Ymax . We will ignore the guard factor, K, at this point; this is equivalent

to assuming that measurements have been taken at the locations of actual minimum and maximum resistivity and

that the only difference between measured and "true" values are due to measurement process errors. We will

take T to be a "margin of error" and ask the general question, "When we quote Ymax and Ym -j n as defining

the observed range, what is the probability that the range given by Ymax + T and Ym -j n - T covers the range

of true values?"

This probability can be symbolically written as the simultaneous probability

P
(
Y
max

+ T
>

R
max

and Y
min " T

<
R
min)

and Y . - R .

mi n mm

At the time we measure the value Ymax , it differs from Rmax because of two types of errors: a short-

term random measurement error, e^ and a short-term systematic error, g, with a fixed value for any one

slice which comes from the distribution of long-term random measurement errors. Similarly, Ym -j n
and Rm -j n

differ by the combination of 3 and e . Therefore, in the previous probability statement, we can substitute
for Ymax - Rmax and Ymin - Rmin to write:

P (e + e
i

> - T and g + e
£

< T) .

The problem is to evaluate the simultaneous probability that for some margin of error, T, yet unspeci-
fied, the allowance made for errors of types g and e is sufficient to cover the value chosen for T. As

explained in section 5.2, g and e are assumed to come from random distributions with standard deviations of

0.33% and 0.4%, respectively. Because g occurs in both terms with a common value which comes from the

long-term random-error distribution, we must evaluate a convolution of probabilities, for all possible
values of 0

:

E
b
P(e = b) . P(g + e

2
< T and g + e

]
_

> - T"|
= b ) ,

where b is any of the allowed values of 6. Using the assumed Gaussian distributions for the errors, r and

e, and a value for T of 1.56%, this probability can be readily evaluated by numerical integration. The

result of integrating over all allowed values for 6 is a probability of 0.997.

Therefore, having allowed for the effects of random error to be up to 1.56% (three standard devia-
tions) of the measured value, there is a probability of 0.997 that the observed maximum and minimum resis-
tivities will cover the "true" maximum and minimum resistivities, for the set of locations measured. This

is an idealized model: it does not account for the effects of thickness fluctuations or of additional

excursions of resistivity on nonmeasured diameters. In an effort to account for these possibilities, a

guard factor, K, with a value of 1.1 or 1.2 is also used. The probability statement can then be rewritten
as:

p
f
Y = + * Range + T > R' and Y . - (

K:^ * Range - T < R ' . 1 ,n max 2
a max mm 2

3 min' '
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where K'
(nax

and R' m -j n
do not necessarily occur at the locations of Ymax and Ym -j n . This probability cannot

be directly evaluated since it depends not only on the measurement errors but also on the distribution of
"true" values on the slice; this distribution is unknown. Plausibility arguments can be made, however,

reyarding the applicability of the ideal case probability to three classes of profiles:

1) For slices that are truly rotational ly symmetric, no additional resistivity excursions exist on nonmea-
sured diameters, and the guard factor of 1.1 times the measured range is more than adequate to account
for the effects of thickness fluctuations [8]. Moreover, since there are three measurements (at the
center) or six measurements (at any other location) made of the minimum or maximum value, evaluating
the contribution of the short-term error as 0.4% is to noticeably overstate its effect for such pro-

files. As a result, the appropriate probability for this case should be at least 0.997, as calculated
based on a random error contribution of 0.4%.

2) For slices that are nearly symmetric, the contribution of the short-term error is still generally over-
stated, although there may be somewhat less than six chances at each off-center radial position for
determining the maximum or minimum value. This overstatement of the short-term error should be suffi-

cient to compensate for unrecognized errors due to thickness fluctuations. Evidence from tests run

with three-, four-, and six-diameter profiles on slices with a variety of profile range values, both
symmetric and nonsymmetric in shape, indicate that a guard factor of 1.1 is more than adequate to

account for additional resistivity excursions. Again, the appropriate probability for these slices
should be close to the 0.997 value.

3) For slices that are not symmetric, the maximum or minimum value generally occurs at only one measure-
ment point. Hence, there is no safety margin in the short-term error related to having more than one
available measurement; there is, however, some safety margin arising from assigning a worst-case value

of U.40% as the short-term standard deviation of the measurement process. In addition, the guard

factor is set at 1.2 times the range for increased safety. Finally, the four- and six-diameter mea-
surements, even on nonsymmetric slices, showed no meaningful increase in calculated range above the
value determined from the three-diameter measurements. It is therefore expected that the probability
of covering the range of true values on a nonsymmetric slice using 1) the observed maximum and minimum
values, 2) a guard factor of 1.2, and 3) 1.56% to allow for random errors is near the calculated

0.997.
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